Introduction
We examine the problem of segmenting document images into text, whitespace, images, and figures through unsupervised learning methods. Many methods currently exist for performing text extraction and segmentation for OCR [7, 10] . The main drawback of these methods is that they largely rely on heuristics to separate the different regions from a given document image. Common heuristic methods are generally not descriptive enough to capture the significant variance often present between different document images. Furthermore, most document segmentation methods
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Final Segmentation Topic Map Figure 1 . We propose an unsupervised model in which we learn a set of latent topics over image regions to perform document segmentation. We perform three steps as illustrated in the pipeline above: codebook learning, latent topic inference, and MRF smoothing to better estimate the layout. When all this is done we have a final segmentation of a given document image.
require high quality scans of the pages. Hence, the presence of significant noise or degradation found in low-resolution video or cell phone images, causes many common methods to fall apart. Unsupervised methods are desirable in this context because they do not involve a great deal of domain specific training knowledge, and ground truth is not necessary. For example, the same methods we propose could work on technical articles (as we discuss here), newspapers, magazines, etc.
We propose an unsupervised model that, rather than seeking to perform text extraction, breaks each document down into reasonably sized image patches to perform discrete patch-based image coding (refer to figure 1 to see these steps graphically). Using the codebook obtained from this process we can represent each image as a bag of these codewords and then learn latent topic distributions over these codewords for each document in the corpus. We expect in this latent discovery of topics that the model distributes them in a way that is semantically meaningful. In other words, each topic will correspond to regions of document images that are visually similar. Finally, we model the layout of the documents using a Potts MRF energy model with high-order energy terms to encourage the kind of lay-1 1287 978-1-4244-3991-1/09/$25.00 ©2009 IEEE out we expect. We note that our model is unsupervised in every aspect except the final translation from topic-mapped images to final label images which requires a small amount of manually labelled images to reference. After discussing the model we then take an analysis-by-synthesis approach judge its ability to capture layout and demonstrate its main application to segmentation. We conclude by testing robustness by applying the same model to highly degraded document images. Due to its unsupervised nature, comparing to existing heuristic methods is difficult, but we provide quantitative results by testing our model on a test set of 100 manually-labeled document images, and show robustness in the presence of severe degradation.
Background
One early method for document segmentation into more than two region types is [8] . The authors use different thresholding techniques and histogram features as input to a neural network in order to classify the different regions. Similarly, [12] use modified heuristic edge following methods to efficiently segment document images for explicit OCR. This second approach is not able to identify more regions than just text and whitespace, as we have proposed.
Some approaches to document segmentation focus on specific features of the image or identifying word blocks in order to perform classification and obtain segmentation results. One such approach [13] uses matched wavelet filters and Fisher classifiers to estimate a three class image labeling problem: text, background, and picture. Another approach [21] uses a set of filter and histogram features in conjunction with Fisher classifiers to identify and distinguish text regions for handwritten and machine printed text. Both of these methods then use an MRF post-processing step to smooth out as many misclassifications as possible. Although these approaches are learning-based, they still rely on large amounts of pre-processing and a fully annotated training set to perform the supervised learning step.
Another way to view the task of document segmentation is as a texture modeling problem. In this context we seek a descriptive/generative model that can learn patterns of textures present in the document image. In one of the earlier works to examine texture in document images [9, 19] , the authors examine the texture of different document images through the use of multichannel filtering based on Gabor filters in order to identify textual regions. Although many recent and sophisticated models exist to model textures in images, such as [22] , they fail to represent the kind of inhomogeneous texture which we find present across the different regions of a document image and remain too computationally expensive to be of any practical value. Some approaches like [5] seek to get around this by using nonparametric sampling in the synthesis process based on image windows rather than local pixel relations, but the methods are not yet sufficiently advanced.
Topic Models have been left largely unused in document image analysis-to the best of our knowledge, we are the first paper to propose using unsupervised topic models in the document imaging domain. In their original paper, Blei et al. [3] discuss a few applications of their model (which they call LDA) to various discrete corpora: document modeling (textual), document classification, and collaborative filtering. Given the current trend to use some form of codebook over image data sets, it is surprising that very few authors have applied this model in the imaging domain. One exception is Fei-Fei et al. [6] , who transfer the model into the image domain and add one more hidden variable to perform scene categorization. Another application can be found in [15] in which the authors improve upon the topic model's inability to capture spatial localization. This lack of localization is the biggest problem in applying these models successfully to images which, unlike text corpora, contain considerable spatial information. Their early success of applying topic models in imaging has laid the ground-work for our work. They provide a good example of how the model could work. However, their approach is not directly applicable since we are interested in unsupervised segmentation.
The Model
We now describe each part of our model's "pipeline" as given in figures 1 and 2. Starting in section 3.1 we present our codebook learning approach. In section 3.2 we illustrate how topic models are applied to our problem. Finally, in section 3.3 we impose some layout through a high-order Potts MRF model.
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PCA Patches Codebook
Encoded Images Figure 2 . Codebook Learning Process: We take raw image patches, perform PCA over a large set, and run k-Means to get a set of k codewords which can encode our images. Figure 3 . A codebook consisting of 150 codewords (centroids produced by the K-Means algorithm). The gray effect is due to the averaging effect the PCA process has on the patches when subtracting the empirical mean.
Codebook Learning
Codebook learning is closely related to vector quantization [14] and is used to obtain a lower dimensional embedding of an image. In the imaging domain typically these kinds of codebooks consist of image descriptors or patches. A number of papers propose using codebooks for features in a larger model in areas like object recognition and categorization [4, 11, 17, 20] . An approach based on texture given in [16] makes use of filter-based "textons" to transform an image into a texture map. In [6] , the authors learn a codebook using patches on a sliding grid in random scales. Almost all of these methods use some clustering algorithm like K-Means in order to learn the basis from which to form their codebook.
We adopt such a learning scheme for our codebook. Since we are interested in modeling document images which are generally very linearly organized, we choose our features to be small 16x16 image patches arranged on a regular, rectangular grid over the entire document image. Since all of our document images are roughly 800x600 pixels, this patch size is large enough to capture the structure of individual words and other features of a document while not being so large that we lose overall descriptiveness.
1 These image patches p i are transformed into feature vectors and are combined into a single data set X = {p 1 , p 2 , ..., p n }. The principle components of this data set are then determined via a PCA transformation Y = PCA{X} which also then reduces the dimension of the patches. Once we have this, we apply K-Means for unsupervised clustering. K-Means produces a set of vectors which represent the k centroids of the model. This set of centroids C = {c 1 , ..., c k } represents our codebook where each i is a "codeword" which indexes some c i . After learning a codebook we can then define a document image over a lattice of codewords where each codeword represents an individual image patch. For an average document size of roughly 800x600 pixels this represents roughly a reduction of about 300 times. In addition, we expect to have captured much of the spatial interactions among individual pixels in a similar manner even to that obtained by filter banks. When representing a given patch p i as a codeword from our model we choose the closest codeword in a Euclidean sense:
From figure 3 we see that the codeword patches resemble the kinds of responses one might observe from filter application to text. Figure 4 illustrates two document images and their representative encodings under the codebook in figure  3 . Much of the perceptual qualities of these images are preserved under the embedding.
Topic Models for Document Images
Latent Dirichlet Allocation [3] (LDA) or Topic Models, is a method used for modeling collections of discrete data such as text corpora. We observe that our encoded document images can essentially be represented as discrete collections of codewords. We hence adopt the notation from the LDA model in what follows.
The following are the terms we use in our document image topic model: • A codeword w pi ∈ {1, ..., k} is our fundamental unit of discrete data.
• A document (image) is a sequence of N codewords denoted by w = {w p1 , w p2 , ..., w p N }.
• A corpus is a collection of M documents (images) D = {w 1 , w 2 , ..., w M }. Figure 5 illustrates the following generative process graphically:
2. For each of the N codewords w pi :
A t-dimensional Dirichlet random variable has the following probability density over the (t − 1) simplex [3] :
The Dirichlet distribution is conjugate to the Multinomial distribution.
Given the hyper-parameters α and β, we can express the joint distribution of a topic mixture θ, a set of N topics z, and a set of N codewords w which they generate as [3] :
The probability of a corpus is then derived to be:
Inference is made difficult due to the coupling of certain hidden variables so variational inference is employed. Full derivations are available in the original paper [3] .
In the context of our model, the parameters β and α are the mixing parameters of the Dirichlet distribution. θ is the distribution over image regions like text and whitespace for each document image, and z is the distribution of image codewords within each distinct image region (topic).
We expect that by applying this model it will be able to cluster data based on these latent "topics." In this case topics are meant to represent the distribution of codewords typically found in distinct document image regions. By limiting the number of topics to those typically found such as whitespace, text, images, and figures, the topic model will then discover these regions by grouping codewords that have similar appearance.
Incorporating Layout through MRF
We introduce a Potts-like MRF model to constrain some of the expected layout of the topics (document regions). Although such a local MRF-based model cannot capture the full gamut of global layout, we design a set of high-order potential functions that encourage that expected local structure. In a document image, regions of text, background, or figures are often found in homogenous blocks. Therefore, we want to define a local energy function which seeks to promote these kinds of structures within a sample image. White dots are the local first order neighbors (eq. 5). Dark red is the corner penalty (eq. 6) to encourage sharp edges. The large light red area is the second-order neighborhood (eq. 7) penalty to encourage larger regions.
We define the local energy in a Potts-like model with some extra higher-order interaction penalties. The Gibbs energy has the following form:
− γ 4 log (P (x s |s)) (8) Note that in the above equations ∂x are the first-order neighborhood, C represents each surrounding corner, and ∂ 2 x are the second order neighbors. Each term contains a δ function which activates a penalty if the neighbor or neighbors in question are not equal to x s . This is the same as the δ function in a standard Potts model. Equation 4 is a standard first-order penalty just as in a Potts model, while equations 5 and 6 are designed to encourage sharp corners (to make regions more square as they would be in typical machine printed document) and encourage larger regions. Obviously this model would have to be adjusted for handwritten text and assumes that ground truth is viewed in this regular fashion. We feel, however, that this assumption is reasonable given the nature of document images. The final term is simply the likelihood of finding a particular topic at a specific lattice location s.
Dataset and Inference
Essentially, what we have proposed is a three step modeling framework through which we will obtain our results:
1. Learn the codebook; 2. Estimate the Topic Model;
Apply the MRF layout Model
Our data set consists of 1780 total document images from which we label 100 to use as a test set for quantitative segmentation results (keep in mind that since our model is unsupervised we did not need to do this for training). We cut each of our 1680 total training document images up into 16x16 patches and select a random subset of all those patches. We end up with approximately 175,000 image patches on which we perform PCA and input to the K-Means algorithm. The output of this algorithm is a set of codewords which we will use to encode each document image. Since we are interested in segmenting whitespace, text, figures, and images, we use a four topic model. After learning the topic model we infer the best topic distributions for the 100 test document images. Once we have the learned topic model we compute a simple maximum likelihood solution P (t i |w j , w) representing the probability of topic t i being responsible for observing codeword w j in document w. This gives us a preliminary segmentation of each image in the test set. In order to improve upon this and impose the MRF layout proposed, we then run each image through simulated annealing using a cooling schedule of T = T 0
Each instance of the Gibbs sampler is run for five iterations which proves to converge in a short amount of time. Simulated annealing is practical here due to the small lattice size after we encode the images. Once this converges we compute segmentation results by expanding each location of the topic lattice to a 16x16 grid and calculating accuracy at the pixel level. To analyze the model's robustness on grossly degraded images, we down sample our test images to 80x60 resolution and perform the same process. Since some of the documents in our data set are already of lower quality already, this degradation is amplified. We do this since these low-quality, low-resolution images are what one would find by performing recognition or segmentation of documents from video in a larger office scene, for example.
Results
We present our results on the original and degraded document images by i) an analysis-by-synthesis investigation and ii) a quantitative comparison to manual annotation.
Synthesis
In figure 7 we show the results of our synthesis procedure with different numbers of topics. Values for γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 , and γ 4 were set empirically by manually determining what settings produced the best quantifiable segmentation results on the training set. The balance between the gamma values is a crucial aspect of the MRF sampling process. If the emphasis on local evidence via γ 4 is too large then the border tends to invade too far into the center of each document. If layout and smoothness is preferred via γ 1 , γ 2 , and γ 3 then synthesized documents tend to look more random. With a good balance we find regions like that shown in column 1 of figure 7. These regions are very close to the kind we expect.
Between different topic models it is clear that the effect of the MRF model is different. The better looking model in terms of the layout produced by the MRF seems to be the four topic model, however, the final sampled image appears more random. The five topic model seems to show a better balance in terms of both layout and final results.
In terms of the learning for the topic model itself, the initial parameters seem to have little effect of the final results of the synthesis procedure. We learned all the models represented here with an initial setting for α of 0.1.
The layout that is sampled here is promising, but clearly none of the sampled documents in column three contain enough structure. This is expected, however, since our main goal here is segmentation and not layout analysis. The vari- Figure 7 . Two synthesized documents from a 4 topic model (top two rows) and two from a 5 topic model (bottom two rows). Column one is the topic map sampled from the MRF model, column two are the sampled images from these topics shown in encoded form, and the third column shows the representative documents ability in layout produced by slight modification of the MRF parameters indicates that the model is too sensitive to small local interactions to accurately model the global layout.
Segmentation
We now turn our attention to the main focus of our paper. We use the maximum likelihood distributions p(t i |w j ) inferred from the topic model as evidence. Since the algorithm is unsupervised we then manually determine the mapping from topics to ground truth and compute segmentation accuracy on a pixel-by-pixel basis (note that this is the only "supervised" portion of the model). We perform segmentation for codebook sizes ranging from 30 codewords to 150 codewords. Furthermore, for each codebook we compute a different segmentation for both a four and five topic model to see if there is any significant difference. Finally, we demonstrate the robustness of our model on the same set of images degraded by down-sampling to 80x60 resolution. Figure 8 is a graph of pixel accuracy of the two models as the codebook size increases. The solid and dashed lines represent the segmentation with applied layout via simulated annealing, while the other two represent a simple maxlikelihood result for each codebook. All of the models do very well given their completely unsupervised nature, but the MRF layout provides both more consistency across all codebook sizes as well as general performance improvements. This graph also surprisingly seems to indicate that there is no real advantage of one codebook size over another (at least with annealing). This might mean that regardless of any possible redundancy in the codebook, the topic model is not affected at least up to the size we explored. The four topic model also appears to very slightly outperform the five topic model for most codebook sizes, but the difference is not substantial which seems to indicate that using the method we've proposed there is a limit to how much the topic model can discover. Table 1 provides an example confusion matrix for the entire 100 document test set. The figure and image classes are combined because upon observing the results we noticed that the figure class is rarely distinguished under the topic model. This most likely has to do with an inability of the topic model to distinguish these regions due to their sparse nature since they are comprised primarily of graphs and drawings which contain thin lines and considerable whitespace. Despite these drawbacks the model does well enough with all the other classes to still achieve almost 90% total pixel accuracy. Figure 9 contains ten examples of automatically segmented document images. At a high-level, our segmentations are accurate as the sums in Table 1 indicate. But, there are a few places where the MRF model has over-smoothed and we can see that the figure class is generally left undiscovered. The seventh document in the figure is most likely the worst since the original image was degraded enough to where it was not obvious if the three image regions were even images or just figures. Examples like this are very few and, in fact, even in the presence of significant degradation we see still good results. If we turn our attention to the second part of figure 9 we see how well our model does on the same set of images degraded to 80x60 resolution. The model performs at 80% total pixel accuracy even at this low level of resolution which illustrates our model's robustness and flexibility. Finally, we provide an example segmentation on all eight pages of this document (see figure 10 ) to illustrate how well the model does on data completely outside of the initial training and test set.
Although we do not have direct access to the data sets used, we can roughly make note of our method in relation to existing ones. In [1] most of the methods discussed obtain no more than 60% accuracy in general on the different classes of data under their defined EDM (Entity Detection Metric). We use a more raw approach; it seems promising that with about 90% accuracy we would do at least comparably.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have proposed a framework for segmentation of document images and presented results through synthesis and quantitative segmentation on a test set of example document images. Our model shows considerable promise, particularly due to the fact that it is largely unsupervised in its approach and in how well it holds up under significant degradation. Some details, such as the lack of detection of figure regions, demonstrate the need for a more advanced topic model which takes spatial information into account. Possibly providing more context and background information might help to enhance the model as well, although if this was relied upon too much we could lose the advantage of the unsupervised approach. We will consider training the model on specific document types and formats (eg. journal and conference formatting, etc) and possibly breaking it down into page type (eg. front page, reference page, etc) and learn separate models for each.
There are a number of extensions to the topic model itself that could be explored. Correlated topic models [2] might introduce interesting dependencies between topics (perhaps in an effort to learn more structural information), and author-topic models [18] could be explored in an effort to perform document recognition. Although clearly there is much room for extension, the most important contribution of this paper is the demonstration of accurate unsupervised segmentation of normal and degraded document images without heuristics. Figure 10 . Example segmentation on this document. We can see that the model does very well on images of this document which was not even part of the initial training set. In this case we have no manual-labels to get quantitative results, but to the eye only figures pose a significant problem as in the prior results. These results illustrate the adaptability of the model.
